
Press release from Target.

Iron Angel "Hellbound" out today
Get your speed metal on! The new album "Hellbound" by German Speed Metal legends
IRON ANGEL is out today through Mighty Music worldwide on LP, LTD RED LP, CD and
digital. 

Iron Angel is one of the true cult legends of the German Speed Metal genre. Formed in the
Hamburg-area back in 1980 and known for two classic eighties metal album "Hellish
Crossfire" from 1985 and "Winds Of War" from 1986 and a reputation as a staggering live
band. The band has toured Germany with KING DIAMOND and in recent years they have
showed they are still a live band to reckon with on festivals on Metal Magic in 2016 and at
the Headbanger's Open Air in Germany. The band also recently toured South America
with big succes.

Now the time has finally come for the long awaited come-back album from the band - the
first studio album in over 30 years: "Hellbound"!

Line-up 
Maximilian Behr - Drums
Dirk Schröder - Vocals
Didy Mackel - Bass
Mitsch Meyer - Guitars
Robert Altenbach - Guitars

Iron Angel live: 

MAY 5 - Metal Bash 2018, Hamburg, DE
May 11 - Nordic Noise , Copenhagen, DK

May 19 – Heavy Agger, DK
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"Hellbound" press results:

Lords of Metal - 9/10 (NE)
PowerPlay - 9/10 (UK)
Norway Rock - 5/6 (NO) 
Deaf Forever - 8/10 (DE)
Metalized - 8/10 (DK)

"For some headbangers, heavy metal is a way of life. Much like a religion. German
speed/power metal creew Iron Angel understand that." Decibel (UK)

"There is no doubt that die-hard fans will be blown away on this album". Metallian (FR)

"Iron Angel are on the cusp of a revival." Powerplay (UK)

http://www.iron-angel.eu
www.mightymusic.dk

Iron Angel "Hellbound" out through Mighty Music today.
Pre-order here: http://targetshop.dk/iron-angel - or at your local record pusher.

For further info please contact Target Group on +45 717 03 666.
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